
1. Treat everyone with respect
a. Harassment, intimidation, and interference with library staff, patrons, volunteers,

and others within the Teen Space is prohibited.
2. Keep hands to yourself

a. No public displays of affection, horseplay, roughhousing, running, and
inappropriate touching allowed.

3. Use respectful language while in the Teen Space
a. No swearing
b. Staff will determine whether a topic of conversation is deemed inappropriate

4. Respect the Teen Space’s property
a. Do not damage or use Teen Space devices, materials, and furniture in ways that

are not intended.
b. If you have a game download request, please speak to a teen space staff

member first.
5. Clean up after yourself

a. Place garbage and recycling in the proper receptacles
b. If there is a spill or excess mess of any sort, please let a staff member know and

they will provide you with cleaning supplies and further assistance.
6. Keep noisy activity to the Teen Space

a. While teens are welcome to use other parts of the library, we ask for noisy
conversations and activities to be kept in the Teen Space to respect patrons in
other parts of the library.

b. The Teen Space door may be closed to further mitigate sound traveling out of the
space.

7. Low sound for devices
a. Staff will determine what is an appropriate volume level on the TV
b. Headphones are available for teens who wish to use sound on personal devices

or the teen space computers.

If these rules are not followed and library staff have approached individuals or a group
three (3) times, the individual and/or group will be asked to leave the space for the day.

The Honeycomb House is a dedicated space for teens in our community who are in
grades 7 - 12 up to and including the age of 19.


